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MUSIC EVALUATION DAY
RULES AND REGULATIONS
MED is a musical event consisling of four parts: '1 . performance,2. sight
reading, 3 practical keyboard musicianship. 4, writlen theory, history,
ear training, lerms and forms A student musl parlicipate in all four parls
to be eligible to receive an award. Students may enterthe evaluations at
any level their teacher feels appropriate. No association between the

student's age or grade in school or years of music study should be
maoe.

ALL TEACHERS who enler students in MED must be members in good
standing of the Middle West District of the Ohio MTA. A student must
have studied with the same member leacher a minimum of six months
All pianists must perform from memory

The student will provide the judge wrth one published copy of each
selection with measures numbered Reproductions (eilher by hand or by
machine) of printed musrc cannot be used. The only exception to this
rule is for music which is currently out of print or still in manuscript (not
published). In either case the student musl present written permission
frorn the publisher or copyright holder to copy the music. Any infraction
of lhis rule will result in the disqualification of the student.
5.

Students will be examined on specific material for the level in which they
enter. lt is assumed that studenls will be proficient with material from
previous levels. Exception: lhe written tesl will include questions

regarding terms, forms, and hislory from the current level and all
previous levels.
Award plaques will be issued to studenls who have successfully
comoleted all four oarts of lhe level

Information contained in this svllabus is for the use of Ohio MTA members
on ly.

NOTES

TEVEL I REQUIREMENTS

(generally

K

-

3'o grade)

PERFORMANCE: Time limit - 6 minutes
Three memorized selections in contrasting style and at |east 8 measures long.
REQUIREDKEYS: MAJORS:

FCGD

A

KEYBOARD MUSICIANSH IP:

Scales:
Chords:
Cadence:

Major five-note scales ascending and descending, HT
Tonic majortriads in root position broken and blocked, HS or HT:
Choose one of the following HS or HT:
(1) l-V-l root position triads

(2) l-V o-l (open 5ths and 6ths are an option)
3

(3) l-Vo--l
5

(4)
Arpeggios:

6.u -; .g

,l

Tonic major triads, two octaves, hand-over-hand, ascending and descending

WRITTEN:
Ear Training:

Recognize high and low pitches using wide intervals
Recognize melodic direction (up, down, repeated)

Theory:

ldentify notes on the grand staff using the range bass clef C to treble C
Spell the musical alphabet, forward or backward, stepping or skipping from any letter
Spell major five-note scales
Name tonic (l) and dominant (V) root tones
ldentify on the staff the following intervals in either direction:2nds,3rds,4ths and 5ths
Notate line and space notes using quarter, half and whole notes

Demonstrate an understanding of the following note values

J

J,=J JJ

J=JJ

.=IJJJ

Write the following symbols with correct staff placements

Terms:

See Term Level

Forms:

Will be omitted at this level

History:

Will be omitted at this level

I

SIGHT READING: wo examples
Length:

8 measures

Meters:

234
444

Hand Position:

Stationary

Rhythms:

Quarter. half, dotted half and whole notes

Tonalities:

White keys only

Melodic Texture:

Hand-to-hand single notes (no chords or
harmonic intervals)

Special Features:

Legato, no key signatures, no accidentals

LEVEL II REQUIREMENTS

(generally

K

-

3'" grade)

PERFORMANCE: Time limit - 6 minutes
Three memorized selections in contrasting style and at least 16 measures long.
REQUIREDKEYS:MAJORS:

FCGDA

E

KEYBOARD MUSICIANSHIP:

Scales: Choose one of the following
tetrachords (alternating hands) ascending and descending
(2)Major scales, one octave, ascending and descending, HS or HT
chords: Tonic majortriads in root position broken and blocked, HS or HT:
Cadence:Choose one of the following HS or HT:
(1) l-V-l root position triads
1f

ffijor

(2)

l-V

o-l
3

(3) l-Vo--l
5

Tonic major triads, four octaves, hand-over-hand, ascending and descending
Harmonization: please see mwomto.org under Student Events, Harmonization, Music Evaluation Day

Arpeggios:
WRITTEN:
Ear Training:

Recognize
Recognize
Recognize
Recognize

major and minor chord and five-note scale qualities
melodic dtrectron (up, down)
steps (2nds) and skips (3rds)
same and different rhythmic patterns

Theory:

ldentify notes on the grand staff
Spell scales ascending one octave
Notate tonic (l)and dominant (V) triads in root position

Name and identify sharps, flats and naturals on the grand staff
Notate and identify the following intervals in either direction:
2nds, 3rds,4ths, 5ths

OonEnstrala rn urdergrndr€ of lha lollolfrlrB not. Nrld rogt valuesl

lrl
J=tJ=+O=v
Provide rhythmic solutions for 2 3 4
444

meters

Fill in incomplete measures.

Add bar lines in the proper places
Notate the following symbols with correct staff placement

Test may also include Level I symbols

Terms:

See TERMS for Levels I and ll

Forms:

Will be omitted at this level

History:

Will be omitted at this ievel

SIGHT READING: Two examples
Rhythms:

Special

Features:

Quarter, half dotted half and whole rests
Use of accidentals

All other categories are the same as Level

I

LEVEL III REQUIREMENTS

(generally

K

-

3'" grade)

PERFORMANCE: Time limit - 8 minutes
Three memorized selections in contrasting style by different composers and at least 16 measures long
REQUIREDKEYS:MAJORS:

FCGDAE

B

KEYBOARD MUSICIANSHIP:

scales:All required scales, two octaves, ascending and descending, HS or HT
Chords: Tonic major chords and inversions blocked, ascending one octave HS or HT:
Cadence: Choose one of the following HS or HT:

(1) l-Vo-l-Vo--l
(2)

Arpeggios:

l-V

43
o-l-Ve,--l

Root position tonic triads, two octaves with thumb tuck, ascending and descending,

HS

or HT
Harmonization: Please see mwomto.org under Student Events, Harmonization, Music Evaluation Day
WRITTEN:
Ear Training:

Recognize the following intervals: M2 M3 P4 P5 P8
Recognize major and minor chord and scale qualities

Match written rhythmic patterns to patterns played in meters
ldentifv a five-note melody as ascending or descending by matching the written pattern
with the pattern PlaYed
Recognize chord tones: root, third, fifth after hearing the chord
played broken and blocked
Theory:

ldentify notes on the grand staff
Notate and identify half steps and whole steps
Notate ascending scales
Notate triads and inversions
Notate tonic(l), sub-dominant(lV), and dominant(V) triads in root position
identify the followrng intervals M3 P4 P5 P8

Demonstrate an understanding of the following note equivalents:

d=aa

,-=oe

.=;

e.=o.

Provide rhvthmic solutions for the following

,.=r,\

meters: 2

444

",.

)

;

3

3

Fill in incomolete measures with notes and rests
Add bar lrnes in the ProPer Places

Terms:

See TERMS

Levels l, ll, lll

Forms: See FORMS Level ll
History: See HISTORY
List the 4 main periods of music history
List and classifV the 2 required composers for each of the 4 main periods of history. Total: 8 composers
SIGHT READING: two examples

Length:
Meters:

8-12 measures

Position:
Rhythms:

stationary with simple crossings and extensions

Hand

3
2
444

4

Notes and corresponding rests:

tw5g[!hs beamed together . ,
beamed together . , . r (no single eighths)

quarter, half, dotted half, whole,
and four-eighths

Tonalities:
Melodic Textures:

FCGDA

majorswithkeysignatures

single notes and harmonic intervals (2nds-6ths)
Accompaniment Style: Simple linear, with no triadic or contrapuntaltextures
Special Features: Legato, grand staff setting (no changing clefs), accidentals

LEVET IV REQUIREMENTS

(generally 4t'

-

6'n graoe)

PERFORMANCE: Time limit - 10 minutes
Three memorized selections representing 3 of the 4 stylistic periods: Baroque, Classical, Romantic and Modern
It is recommended that one selection be a movement of a sonatina
REQUIREDKEYS:MAJORS:

FCGDAE

HARMONICMINORS:

B

ade

b

KEYBOARD M USICIANSHI P:

Scales:All required scales, two octaves, ascending and descending, HS or HT

MM

'

= 80 in eighths

Tonic major chords and inversions blocked, ascending one octave HS or HT
Cadence: Choose one of the following HS or HT:

Chords:

(1)

l-Vs-l-Vo--l

(2)

l-V o-l-Vs--l
4fr

Arpeggios:

Root position tonic triads, two octaves with thumb tuck, ascending and descending,

HT MM ,= 60 in eighths

Harmonization: Please see mwomta.orq under Student Events, Harmonization, Music Evaluation Day
WRITTEN:
Ear Training:

Recognize the following intervals:

M2 m2 M3 P4 P5 M6 P8

Match written rhythmic patterns to patterns played in meters
Match written f ive-note melodic patterns topatterns played within major
f ive-note sca les
Recognize chord tones: root, third, fifth after hearing the chord
olaved broken and blocked
Theory:

Notate and identify ascending and descending scales
Notate and identify key signatures
ldentifv M2 m2 M3 m3 P4 P5 P6 P8 above any white key
Notate tonic(l), sub-dominant(lV), and dominant(V) chords in all positions

Demonstrate an understanding of the following note equivalents:

\.\i-r
\
-i

o= i

-l

n

.= t'-l

,r
a =a a

:ttf

a .= a I

!:-

:.-.-Ei

ffi

a

l=JaaeOfOaeOfaaa

Provide rhythmic solutions for the following

meters: 2

3 4 3
44488

6

Fill in incomolete measures with notes and rests
Add bar lines in the proper places
Add time signatures to given measures

Terms: See TERMS Levels

l, ll, lll.

Forms: See FORMS Level

lll,

lV

lV

History: See HISTORY
List the 4 main periods of music history
List and classify the 2 required composers plus 1 more of your choice from the list for each of the
4 main periods of history. Total: 12 composers
SIGHT READING: one example

Length:
Meters:

16-24 measures

2
3
444

4

Shifting positions
Position:
Add dotted quarter, single eighth note and rest
Rhythms:
F C G D A Emajorsanda d e minorswithkeysignatures
Tonalities:
Melodic Textures: Linear/chordal with scale passages within the octave
Hand

Accompaniment Style: Triadic/homophonic root position or closed position cadential harmony
(1, lVo, Vo, or Vo

45
Special

Features:

Legato and staccato

10

LEVEL

V REQUIREMENTS
- 9'" grade)

(generally 7''

PERFORMANCE: Time limit - l-0 minutes
Romantic and Modern'
Three memorized selections representing 3 of the 4 stylistic periods: Baroque, Classical,
It is recommended that one selection be a moveme.nt of a sonata or sonatina
REQUIRED KEYS:MAJORS:

C Li F I]P tD

I'

DD C

D

(.b

HARMONICMINORS: g c f
KEYBOARD MUSICIANSHIP:
Scales: Parallel motion scales, two octaves, ascending and descending HT

MM ,

= 60 in sixteenth notes

PlaY BOTH of the following:
(1) Tonic (t), Sub-Dominant (lV)and Dominant (V)triads and their inversions
blocked only, ascending and descending one octave, HT
(2) Major-augmented-major-minor-diminished triad sequence (built on any pitch)
blocked, root position, HT
Cadence: Choose one of the following HS or HT:
(1) l-lVo-l-Ve-1, blocked chords, HT

Chords:

(2) l-lV o-l-Vo--l
45

Arpeggios:

Root position tonic triads, two octaves with thumb tuck, ascending and descending,

HT MM ,= 80 in etghths
Harmonization: Please

see

mwomta.org under Student Events, Harmonization, Music Evaluation Day

WRITTEN:
Ear Training:

Recognize major and minor chord progresslons:

l-lVo-l l-Vo-l l-lV.-l

l-Vo--'

4tl'

Match written rhythmic patterns to patterns played 3 and 4 in meters

44

Match written five-note melodic in major and minor keysto patterns played
within an octave sPan
Theory:

Notate and identify ascending and descending scales
Notate and ldentify M2 m2 M3 m3 P4 P5 M6 m6 M7 P8 above any white key
positions
Notate and identify tonic(l), sub-dominant(lV), and dominant(V)triads in all

l1

Theory: continued
Notate and identify major, minor, augmented and diminished triads in root position
3 4 3 6 9
Provide rhythmic solutions for the following meters: 2

4 4 4 8 88

Fill in incomplete measures with notes and rests
Add bar lines in the proper places
Add time signatures to given measures

Terms: See TERMS Levels

l, ll, lll, lV, V

Forms: See FORMS Level

lll,

lV,

V

History:See HISTORY
List the 4 main periods of music history and their approximate dates
List and classify the 2 required composers plus 1 more of your choice from the list on page
for each of the 4 main periods of history. Total: l-2 composers
Name any 2 concert pianists listed on page 22
SIGHT READING: one examole

Length:
Meters:23463

16-36 measures

44488

Add triplets
Rhythms:
F C G D A E Bmajorsanda d e g cminorswithkeysignatures
Tonalities:
Melodic Textures: Linearlchordal with scale passages exceeding one octave

Accompaniment Style: Add Alberti bass and inverted chords
Special Features: Staff setting: grand staff or both hands in same clef

1,2

21

LEVEL

VI REQUIREMENTS

(generally

10'n

-

12'n graoe,;

PERFORMANCE: Time limit - 12 minutes
Three memorized selections representing 3 of the 4 stylistic periods: Baroque, Classical, Romantic and Modern
REQUIRED KEYS: MAJORS: ALL MAJOR SCALES
HARMSNTc MtNoRS: r",lr

.b. ,,1 t'u .o

KEYBOARD MUSICIANSHIP:

Scales:

Parallel motion scales, four octaves, ascending and descending HT

MM ,

= 80 in sixteenth notes

Chords:

(1) Tonic (t), Sub-Dominant (lV) and Dominant 7tn (V7)triads and their inversions
blocked, ascending and descending one octave, HT
(2) Major-augmented-major-minor-diminished triad sequence (built on any pitch)
blocked, root position, HT
Cadence: Choose one of the following HS or HT:
(1) l-lVo-l-Vo-1, in closed position, HT

(2)

Arpeggios:

l-lV o-l-Vo-1, in closed position, HT

Root position tonic triads,four octaves, ascending and descending,

HT MM .= 100 in eighths
Harmonization: Please see mwomto.orq under Student Events, Harmonization, Music Evaluation Day
WRITTEN:

EarTraining: Recognize intervals: M2 m2 M3 m3 P4 A4ldS P5 M6 m6 M7 m7

P8

Recognize triads and dominant seventh chords in major and minor progressions:

l-lV-l;

l-Vi-l;

l-lV

-l

-V;-l

Recognize chord qualities in root posrtion in any sequence using major, minor,
augmented, diminished
Match written rhythmic patterns to patterns played 3, 4 and 6 in meters

44

8

Complete the written melodic pattern by adding the last 2 notes of the pattern
played by the examiner

1J

Theory: continued
Notate and
Notate and
Notate and
Notate and

identify
identify
identify
identify

ascending and descendrng scales
key signatures
tonic(l), sub-dominant(lV) and dominant (V) chords in all positions
super-tonic(ii), mediant(iii) and sub-mediant(vi) chords in all positions in

allwhite major keys
Notate and identify dominant seventh chords and inversions, (root position V7,
first inversion V6, second inversion V4, and third inversion V4 )
Notate and identify major, minor, augmented and diminished triads in root position
Notate and identify M2 m2 M3 m3 P4 A4ld5 P5 M6 m6 M7 m7 P8
3 4 3 6 12 2
Provide rhythmic solutions for the following meters: 2

4448882
Fill in incomolete measures with notes and rests
Add bar lines in the proper places
Add time signatures to given measures

Terms: SeeTERMS Levels

l, ll, lll, lV, V, Vl

Forms: See FORMS Level

lll,

lV, V,

Vl

History: See HISTORY
Be prepared to recognize the l-0 listed characteristics for each musical style
List the 4 main periods of music history and their approximate dates
List and classify the 2 required composers plus 2 more of your choice from the list on page 21
for each of the 4 main periods of history. Total: 16 composers
Name any 3 concert pianists listed on page 22
SIGHT READING: one examole
16-36 measures
Length:

Meters:

231639
444888

Rhythms:
Tonalities:

Add sixteenth and dotted eighth notes and rests

F C G D A E B Il'1, majorsanda d e g c bminorswithkeysignatures

Accompaniment Style: Any accompaniement pattern

14

LEVEL VII REQUIREMENTS
(generally 10" - L2tn grade)

PERFORMANCE: Time limit - L5 minutes
Three memorized selections representing 2 of the 4 stylistic periods: Baroque, Classical, Romantic and Modern.
REQUIRED KEYS: MAJORS: ALL MAJOR AND HARMONIC MINORS

KEYBOARD MUSICIANSHIP:

Scales:

Parallel motion scales, four octaves, ascending and descending HT

MM .

= 80 in

sixteenth notes

Seventh chords in sequence: Major seventh, Dominant seventh, minor seventh,
half-diminished, fully diminished
Cadence: Same requirements as Level Vl

Chords:

Arpeggios:

Triads and inversions, four octaves, ascending and descending, HT
Harmonization: Please see mwomto.org under Student Events, Harmonization, Music Evaluation Day

WRIfiEN:
Ear

Training:

Same requirements as Level Vl plus

Notate and identify supertonic(ii)and sub-mediant(vi) chords in all positions and in all
Major keys
Recognize the position of Major and minor chords in root, or 1tt or 2no inversions
(played blocked and broken)
SIGHT READING: (one example)
24-56 measures
Entire keyboard range
Reading
All simple and compound and changing meters
Add thirty-second notes and rests
All Major keys and white key minors
Staff setting: changing clefs
Special

Length:
Range:
Meters:
Rhythms:
Tonalities:
effects:

15

LEVEL

VIII

(generally

REQUIREMENTS
10'n

-

12'n grade)

PERFORMANCE: Time limit - 15 minutes
Three memorized selections representing 2 of the 4 stylistic periods: Baroque, Classical, Romantic and Modern
REQUIRED KEYS: MAJORS: ALL MAJOR AND HARMONIC MINORS

KEYBOARD MUSICIANSHI P:

Scales:

Parallel motion scales, four octaves, ascending and descending HT

MM , = 100 in sixteenth notes

Chords:

4 note Major and minor chords, broken and blocked, one octave, ascending and
Descending, HT example:cegc; egce; gceg; cegc

Cadence:

l-vi- lV-

ii6

-16-V7 - I (Major keys only)
+

RH chords and LH bass tones
(1)Triads
and inversions, four octaves, ascending and descending,
Arpeggios:

MM ,

HT

= 80 in sixteenth notes

AND
(2) Dominant seventh chords, four octaves, ascending and descending root position,

MM .
Harmonization: please

see

= 80 in stxteenth notes

mwomto,org under Student Events, Harmonization, Music Evaluation Day

WRITTEN: Same as Level Vll PLUS

EarTraining: Notate and identify mediant(iii) chords in all positions and in all
Major keys
Recognize non-chord tones within a blocked root positron chord

History:

(examPle:Cz, Co, Cmo, Cmz, C+, CMz, Cmr)
Name any four concert pianists listed on page 22

SIGHT READING: (one examPle)

Length:
Meters:
Rhythms:
Tonalities:
Texture:
Special effects:

HT,

24-56 measures
All simple and compound and changing meters
AnY rhYthmic values
All Major keys and minor keys
AnV

Ornamentation (trills, mordents and turns)

16

LEVEL

I

Forte. f - loud
Piano p - soft
Staccato - detached or disconnected
Legato - smooth or connected
Ritardando (ritard, rit.) - qraduallv slowino down
LEVEL

II

Mezzo forte, mf - moderatelY loud
Mezzo piano, mp - moderately soft
Fortissimo, ff - very loud
Pianissimo, pp - very soft

<') - gradually becoming louder
Decrescendo,Diminuendo, dim(>' ) - gradually becoming softer

Crescendo, cresc. (

Tempo - the speed of the beat of a composrtion
Tie - a curved line joining two notes on the same line or space
Da Caoo al Fine. D.C. al Fine - return to the beqrnnrnq and piav to the end (Fine)
LEVEL

III

Accent (>) - emphasis or stress on a tone
Andante - a walktng temPo
Moderato - a moderate tempo between andante and allegro

Allegro-afasttempo
Phrase - a musical thought or sentence
a tempo -.rclrr1n to the original tempo

frnl
!' - .' -- hold a note or rest longer than its value
Dynamics - loudness or softness in music
f *-')
and
Dal segno al Fine, D.S. al Fine - return to the sign '
Fermata

Accidental - a symbol that raises or lowers a note (sharp #,

ll

plavio tne end r!!e)
flat r' natural V

Level IV
a progression ofnoles or chords that gives the eflect oiendrns

-

Cadence

passage

Andantino

-

slightly

Allegretlo

-

slightly slower than allegro

Vivace lively,

t-aster than andante

very quick

Accelerando

-

graduall,v becoming fasler

Rallentando

-

gradually becomtng slouer

Sforzando.
Poco

*

-

sJz

a

of nrusic

strong accent

a little

Grazioso gracefully

-

Cantabrle

Dolce

slnglng srvle

-

srveetlv

-

r'ery slos.

Level \I
Largo

-

Adagio

slou. belrveen Andanle and LarSo

Presto verr

fast

Subilo

-

sLrddcnlv

Mollo

-

much

-

Piu mosso

Meno

stalel-v" and hroad

nrore motion

mosso

a repeated melodlc patlern starting 0n ditlerent prtchcs

-

Sequence

lcss nlolron
tones thal soLrnd the same on lhe piano hLrl are snelled differentll

-

Enharmonrc

Ornamenls notes u'hich embellish a melodr
Opus- Op - temt tndicating lhe order rn u'hich
or

a composer s \\'orks \\'ere

Chromatic movenleni bv sentitone'/half

steps

Level

Aniculalion
Senza

-

'lenuto

-

Sempre

-

-

lightly

rhythmic l)exibiliry' lbr erpresstve

-

Marcalo

Simile

\11

the manner rn rvhich notes are plaled and released

u ilhoul

-

Leggiero
Rubato

\!rltlcn

pLrhl rshed

hold notes lbr therr tull ialue
alrvavs

in f hc same manner

-

change ol'key u'ithin a compositlon
brilliant vlrtuoso passase. sometimes improvtsed. tbr solo lnstrumenl

-

Modulation
Cadenza

efl-ect

markcd. emphasizcd

a

or voice
S-vncopatron

-

an emphasts crn ot]'-beats or s'eak beats. the shtfiine of accents

beats that are no1 normallv accenled
Sostenulo

Lento

-

-

suslained tones or slower lenlpo

sloiv. betueen Largo and Adagro

lx

1o

FORNIS

LEVEL

ilr

Minuet - a graceful courtly dance of French origin

3

in 4

meter.

Movement - a self-contained section of a larger composition.
Sonatina - a samll sonata consisting of 1-4 movements.
Binary form - a form consisting of 2 sections: AB
Ternarv form - a form consistino of 3 sections: ABA.
LEVEL IV
Rondo - a composition in which the theme (first section) returns repeatedly after the
presentation of contrasting interludes: ABACA lt is often used for the last
movement of a classical sonata, concerto or symphony.
Wal2 a dance in triple meter with a strong emphasrs on the downbeat.
Toccatina - a short toccata: a keyboard composrtion emphasizing technical virtuosity.
Etude - a study; a piece designed to help the performer develop his technical
abilities generally in one particular area,
Theme and variations - a form in which the theme or lune is followed bv a number of
varied versions.
LEVEL V
Sonata

-a

compositron usually for solo instrument. consisting of 2

to4 independent

movements in contrasting moods. keys, tempos and forms.
Sonata allegro form - a form developed during the Classical period; usually occurs
as the first movement of a sonata or other instrumental composition; consists
of 3 principle sections: Exposition, Development and Recapitulation.
Exposition - the first section of a sonata allegro form, consisting of 2 contrasting
themes, the first in the tonic key, the second usually in the dominant

if

the

tonic is ma1or, or the relative major if the tonic is minor.
Development - the middle section of sonata allegro form, Thematic material of the
exposition is developed. New themes and keys may be introduced,
Recapitulation - the third section of sonata allegro form. Thematic material initially
heard in the exposition is restated in the tonic key.
Coda - the closing section sometimes added as a rounding off rather than an
integral part of the form.
Invention - a short piece in contrapuntal style, often developing a single motive in

2

or more voices.
Prelude - a piece written to be played as an introduction, i.e. before a church service
or before another composition, particulary a fugue or suite, a title used in
19th century compositions by Chopin and others for expressive piano pieces

{character

Oreces).

lq

LEVET- VI

Character piece - a short composition designed to express a definite mood or

programmatic idea.
Baroque suite - an instrumental form consisting of several contrasting dance
movements in the same kev and in binary form. The four basic
movements are: allemande. courante, sarabande and gigue.
Opera - a sung drama; a staged w'ork rvhose actions and conversations are given to
solo singers and choruses accompanied bv instruments.
Chamber music - music lor a small ensenble with one perforrner per part.

Symphony - a sonata for orchestra usually in 4 movements: the chief orchestral
form of the Classical and Ronrantic periods.
Concerlo - a sonata for solo instrument and orchestra. usuallv in 3 nrovements.
Fugue - a contrapuntal conrposition or process based on a then.te (subject) u'hich is
stated at the beginning in one voice/part alone. then imitared by the other

voices or parts rn close succession: this therne reappears throughout the
piece in various key's and in one voice/part or another.
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PERIODS OF MUSIC HISTORY

AND COMPOSER CLASSIFICATIONS
BAROQUE PERIOD
(1

MODERN PERIOD

ROMANTIC PERIOD

600-1 7s0)

(1900-PRESENT)

820-1 900)

(1

Required:

Requ ired:

Reouired:

J.S. Bach (1685-1750

R. Schumann (1810-1856)

Banok (1881-1945)

Handel (1685-"1759)

Chopin (1810-1849)

Prokofiev (1891-1953)

Additional;

Additional:

Additional:

Byrd (1543-1623)'

Albeniz (1860-1909)

Barber (1910-1981)

F.Couperin

(1

Brahms (1833-1897)

L.Bernstein

Frescobaldi

(

Burgmuller

Cage (191201992)

668-1 733)

1

583-1 643)

(1 B1 0-1

836)

(

1

91 8-1

990)

Froberger (1616-1667)

Buson (1866-1924)"t

Copland (1900-1990)

Pachelbel (1653-1706)

Dvorak (1841-1904)

Crumb (1929-)

Rameau (1683-1764)

Faure (1845-'1 924)

Debussy (1862-1918)

Gottscha k (1829-1869)

Dello Joio (1913-2008)

Soler (1729-1783)-'

Granados (1867-1916)

Gershwin (1898-1937)

Telemann (1681-1767)

Gretchaninoff

D.Scarlatti

(1

685-1 757)'-

CLASSICAL
(1

PERIOD

750-l 820)

Reouired:

W.A. Mozart (1756-1791

)

Haydn (1732-1809)
Additional.
C P,E. Bach (1713-1788)'
J.C.Bach (1735-1782\
Beethoven (177 0-1 827\"

genda (1722-1795)
Clementi (1752-1832)

(1

864- 1 956)

Griffes (1B84-1920)

Gurritl r1820-1901)

Hindemuth (1895-1963)

Heller

lbert (1890-1962)

t18'1

3-1888)

Liszt (181 1-1886)

lves (1874-1954)

MacDowell (1861-1908)

Kabalevsky

Mendelssohn

Khatchalurian

(1

Moszkowski

(

Mussorgsky

(1

1

809-1 847)

Saint-Saens

(1

903-1 978)

864- 1 925)

Milhaud (1892-1974\

)

865-1921

Muczynski (1929-)
)

Persichetti

(1

91 5-1

Sibelius (1865-1957)

Poulenc

Tchaikowsky

Rachmaninoff

(1

840-1 893)

(1

987)

899-1 963)
(1

873-1 943)-

Ravel (1875-1937)
Satie (1866-1925)

Diabelli (1781-1858)

Schoenberg

Hummel (1778-1837)*

(1

874-1 951

)

Scriabin (1872-1915)'

Kuhlau (1786-1832)

Shoslakovitch

Turk (1756-1813)

(

1

906- 1 975)

Starer (1924-2001)

Weber (1786-1826)

Stravrnsky

of this composer's works represents lhe style

characteristics o{ the period prior to the one rn whtch he is listed

'-A significant portion

904-1 987)

839-1 881

Schubert (1797=1828)'
(1

(1

Messiaen (1908-)

Czerny ('1791-1857)

'A signifrcant portjon

Ginastera (1916-1983)

Grieg (1844-1908)

of this composeas works represents the style

characterislics of the period following the one tn which he is listed
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(1

882-1 971

)

Tansman (1897-1986)
Tcherepnin

(1

899-1 977)

Villa-Lobos

(1

887-1959)

\n

/aharn

/1 RF'l-r Oaq\

CONCERT PIANISTS OF THE TWIENTIETH CENTURY

Claudio Arrau

Vladimir Horowitz

Vladimir Ashkenazy

Alicia de Larrocha

Emmanuel Ax

Garrick Olsson

Gina Bachauer

Murray Perahia

Jorge Bolet
Alfred Brendel

Menahem Pressler

John Browning
Van Cliburn

Sviatoslav Richter

Micha Dichter
Leon Fleisher

Artur Rubrnstein
Artur Schnabel

Walter Glieseling

Peter Serkin

Sergei Rachmaninoff
Santiago Rodriquez

Glenn Gould

Rudolf Serkin

Gary Graffman

Mitsuko Uchrda

Alpin Hong

Andre Watts

Myra Hess

EarlWild
Daniel Barenboim
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STYLE CHARACTERISTICS
THE BAROOUE PERTOp (1600-1750):
Baroque music can be divided into tw'o different stvles'the Stile Antico (old polyphonic
sryle of the l6th century) and the Stile Moderno ( the neu'homophonic sqvle of the lTth

century). The music of this period reflects the excessive elaboration and embellishment

of decorative art. Three main schools of composition made unique contributions to the

(l)the lyric, vocally-oriented ltalian
(2)
school;
the elegant. refined sn'le of tlte French: and (l) the contrapuntal. instrumentallvBaroque period and provide valid sn'listic distinctions:

oriented German school. Many neu'vocal and instrumental tbrms rvere developed during
this period due primarily ro: the establishment of the major-nrinor ronal system; the
increased importance of secular music: and the developnrent of nerv instruments.

instrumental techniques. and inslrunrenta! combinations. Kevtroard nrusic was composed

forthe harpsichord, claviclrord and organ. Inrportanr ker.'board forms that rvere developed
during this period include the follou,jn-s: dance suite consisting olsectional dance
movements in binary form (allemande. courante. sarabande. gigue, etc.), prelude,
toccata. lantasia, thenre and variations and lugue. Key,board sonatas are based on

a

binary form and utilize one movement (esp, D. Scarlatti). Specilic characteristics of
Baroque music include: long melodic lines rvith characteristic figurations, imitative
counterpoint, terraced dynamics and echo eflects. ornamentation, figured bass and
pronlinent tonic-dominant relationships. Finally. n,r.i. rt,u. intended for three types of
audiences: religious music for the churches, chamber rnusic for the courts of nobiliw anci
theatrical music, especiallv opera. for the general public.

l. Polyphonic

texture

6. Toccata

2. Major-minor tonal system established

7. Terraced dynamics

3. Beginning of opera

8. Ornamentation

4. Fugue

9. Ilarpsichord and clavichord

5. Suite

I

0. Fieured bass

THE CLASSICAL PERIOD (I750-I820):
classical music is characterized by a series of balance and unity and a refinement of
expression. Music was rvritten for concen halls. amateur perfbrmances in the home and
the courts of nobilitv. Simple flowing melodies nrove torvard predictable cadences and
create distinctive thematic seclions w,ithin a hiehlv unified lbrnral struclure. Signilicant

multi-movement instrumental forms rvere developed and include: the orchestral svmphony, the classical concerto. the string quanet and the kevboard sonata. The opening
movement of each of these works generally begins u,ith a last movement and follows

a

basic structural plan knovvn as the sonata-alleqro fonn. Characteristics of Classical music
:-l

include: well-defined melodic lines and contrasting themes, regular and clearly defined phrases,
homophonic texlures utilizing standardrzed accompaniment patterns, rhythmic regularity, harmonic
simplicity oflen based solely on triadic harmonies, crescendo and decrescendo dynamic effects, an

increased dynamic range, and less ornamentalion then the Baroque. The invention and lhe
developmenl of the piano in the second half of the 18th century is especially significant.
1. Sonata allegro form

6. Homophonic texture

2. Multi-movement instrumenlal forrns

7. Balance unity, refine.irenl

3. Piano replaces harpsichord

8

4. Symmetrical phrasing

9. Well-defined melodic lines and

5. Crescendo and descrescendo dvnamic effects

Rhythmic regularity

contrasting lhemes effects
'1

0.

Harmonic simplicity

THE ROMANTIC PERtOp (1820-1900)
The social and political changes that were a direct resutt of the French Revolution (17gg-1794) set the
stage for the Romantic period with an rncreased emphasis on freedom of thought and expression.
Composers reacted to the new freedoms and ernotionalism of the period by expressing their most
intense personal emotrons and the poetic nature of man. The expression of a strong patriotic spirii and
lhe use of folk songs gave rise to nationalism Composers were no longer under the patronage of the

courts or the church. The balance and clarity of phrases and musical forms of the previous era gave

way lo greater formal freedom as composers adapted these forms to fit their expressive needs.
Characteristics include: subjective, warm, personal melodies; the emergence of the character piece
and the use of programmatic titles; rich harmonic color, the expansion of tonality through chromaticism

and modulations; more abundant use of expressive indications and effeclive use of

dynamic

possibilities; e greater variety of arliculations; greater technrcat demands;and the use of rubato. The
emergence of the pieno as a solo instrument was a significant development of this period.
1. Virtuoso performers

2. Nationalism
3. Chromaticism

4. Remote modulations
5. Rubato

6. Individuality, subjectivity, emotionatism
7. Programmatic music
8. Characler piece
9. Rich harmonic color
10. Increased use of expressive indications
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THE MODERN PERIOD (1900-PRESENT):

The Contemporary period is an ever-changing scene of diverse musical
developments. More music is being composed and performed than ever
before and lhere are many opportunities for performance. 20th century
musical composition represents a variety of styles that range from
conservative lo experimental, These styles include, impressionism,
twelve-tone music, electronic or synthesized music, chance or aleatoric
music, jazz, neoclassical, neo-baroque. and post-romanticism. Composers
have sought new musical forms, nolalional techniques, and new tonal

systems. ldentifiable key centers and consonance have been replaced with
alonality and unresolved dissonant sonorities that stretch the boundaries ol
the diatonic system. Characleristics include a variety of musical forms
including both free and prescribed patterns, a kequent use of chromaticism.
polytonality, a wide range of melodic sources, irregular phrase lengths,
unusual and complex rhythmic effects, a frequent disregard for traditional
chord progressions and unusual musical effects.

1. Electronic or synthesized music

2. Percussive qualities exploited
3. Rhythmic complexity
4. Twelve-tone or serial musrc
5. Atonalily

6

Polytonality

7. lmpressionism
8. Dissonance
9. Chance or alealoric music
10. Unusual musrcal effects

7q

SCALE FINGERINGS
SCALE

FINGERING

C, G, D, A, E MAJOR

R.H 12312345

. ^ A. omi^^r
B MAJOR

1.H.54321321
R H 12312345

mrnor

b

L H. 43214321

F MAJOR

R H 12341234

minor

L.H. 5432132t

F# MAJOR

R H.23412312

f

L.H.43213214
C# MAJOR

R H 23123412

L.t]
B

?

MnJoR

32143213

R H 4123123a

L.H 32143213
E P [,4AJOR

R H.31234123

E
A' MAJOR
rd n{ minnr

L.H,32143213

f# minor

R H 34123123

I

b-

R H.34123123
L.H. 32143213

t.H.43213214

minor

R.H.4123j234
L.t1.21321432

e2 mtnor

R H 31234123

I

H ?143)13?

ARPEGGIO FINGERINGS
F, C, G I\,4AJOR

R.H.1235
I

f. c. q, d, a. e. b, e2minor

L.H.5421

D, A. E, B. F# IVAJOR

R H 1235

. r
c*.e?nDMAJoR
f#, d. q# minor
b
B' IVAJOR

1.H.5321
R.H.4124

L.H.2j42
R,.H.41?4

1 H. 3213

E

b' minor

R H.3212

s of scales and
arpeggros are acceptable.
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NOTES

